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CorgiAI is a community driven AI project centered around the 

creation of a tight knitted family - hard working corporate 

Corgis by day, party Corgis by night. 



All Corgis are welcome to be part of the club, a place for all 

the Corgis to unwind, let loose and unleash their creativity 

onto Cronos, gathered for a common purpose of enjoyment 

and community building in the bear market!



As a team, we’re community first as much as we are 

dedicated to the furthering of cryptocurrency and 

groundbreaking technology. That is why we’ve decided to 

launch CorgiAI, leveraging AI to build tools that will further 

push the boundary of community building.





Goals
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Here at CorgiAI, we believe in dreaming big. As a 
community, we believe that our goals should be:



To expand and become the #1 community token  
in the Cronos ecosystem and beyond


Bring a new dimension of fun to community building 
with innovative features and AI


To build our project into a place for creative thinkers 
on Web3 to explore AI, have fun and  

enjoy great conversations.
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Team

Our team consists of seasoned builders and top tier 

marketing individuals in the cryptocurrency space. As 

mentioned above, we are all highly dedicated towards 

seeing cryptocurrency communities and great technology 

converge - we believe that is the beating heart of what 

makes cryptocurrency beautiful. We welcome all of you to 

join us on our journey as we break creative barriers and  

push boundaries.
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Ecosystem

$CORGIAI Staking

We are first and foremost a community that seeks creativity 

and fun - and you’ll find that in all that we aim to do! AI plays 

a central role here in CorgiAI. Our team has always been 

exploring what makes people tick in this space, and we 

believe that AI can act as a powerful tool for enablement. All 

these exciting features will be available on our Club’s official 

website.






Our community will be able to stake $CORGIAI to earn 

rewards. The team will constantly be assessing how  

we can further improve our staking process as the 

project progresses.









Ecosystem
Milestone Burns

Champagne Popping

Token burns will be conducted for important milestones.  

We believe that as a team, burns signal our confidence to  

the community in the project and greatly aid in overall  

token health.







A fun widget for our community to utilise for some fun 

after a hard day of work. Spend some $CORGIAI to ball 

and pop some champagne on our site!
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Ecosystem
AI Community NFT and Art Gallery

AI Job Board

The team aims to explore the creation of AI powered NFTs that 

allow our users to express their own thinking into the creation 

of their personal art piece. We see this as the first step 

towards embracing the AI movement.










We believe in community empowerment! This AI job board 

will serve as a central hub for all Corgis to post and complete 

requests from other community members - all with the power 

of AI. This includes things like completing tasks with AI, 

prompt engineering for AI bots and so forth.   

At the same time, it allows for our community to have real 

opportunities to upskill themselves as AI technology 

advances.
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Tokenomics

$CORGIAI is the core token used within the CorgiAI 

ecosystem. We want $CORGIAI to be at the heart and centre 

of everything that we do here. What this means is that 

$CORGIAI will be equipped with staking utility and will be 

used as a purchasing token for all upcoming CorgiAI related 

initiatives on our roadmap. A portion of the tokens will also 

be reserved on Ethereum too. Stay tuned for more updates.



A total of 500,000,000,000 (500 billion) $CORGIAI tokens will 

be allocated as follows:
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CATEGORY

Community

Management

Reserved for  
marketing, operations  
and partnerships

Reserved for liquidity

management and  
community incentives

65% 325,000,000,000

175,000,000,00035%Liquidity

Management

ALLOCATION SUPPLY USAGE



Roadmap
Phase 1 Phase 2

CorgiAI Social Club  
Soft Opening on Social Media

Corgi CRE8R  
(Community Driven NFT)

Launch CorgiAI Social Club  
Web App

Corgi Louvre Museum  
(NFT Gallery)

$CORGIAI Token Launch Don't let your boss know 
 (AI Marketplace)

Staking with Corgi’s friends

$CORGIAI Token Listing on DEX
Referral Mechanism

Limited Edition Mint


Activate Liquidity Mine

Airdrop to Corgi’s friends

Milestone Token Burns

“Champagne” in the club
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Risk Disclosures
Always consult your own advisors concerning the legal and tax implications and for any other 
advice you may need related to your use of the CorgiAI platform and any CorgiAI tokens 
(“$CORGIAI”).



Purchasing or staking any $CORGIAI involves an element of risk and may lead to the loss of a 
part or the whole of the principal amount or deposit advanced. Before purchasing or staking 
any $CORGIAI, diligently and thoroughly assess and consider the risks, including but not 
limited to the risks identified below, and decide whether purchasing or staking any $CORGIAI 
would be in line with your risk profile and risk appetite. 


This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus and does not constitute an offer of 
financial instruments and/or securities to the public or any offer in any way connected to a 
collective investment scheme. This Whitepaper, the $CORGIAI and the use, holding and 
trading of the $CORGIAI carry no rights, whether express or implied, $CORGIAI do not 
represent or confer any ownership rights, shares, securities or equivalent rights, intellectual 
property rights or any other form of participation relating to the token’s issuer or the CorgiAI 
team (the “Issuer”). This Whitepaper is only up-to-date as of the date of publication, and we 
make no representation that the information it contains is accurate or complete subsequent 
to its date of publication.  


Crypto assets are not regulated as financial instruments and there is no refund or 
compensation available from any regulatory bodies. $CORGIAI do not give the holder thereof 
any entitlement to acquire any such interest or entitlement in respect of the Issuer. 
Furthermore, the Issuer is not obliged in any way to return any investment made in 
$CORGIAI. THE UTILITY OF $CORGIAI OR OF THE PROJECT DESCRIBED IN THIS WHITEPAPER 
ARE NOT GUARANTEED TO BE DELIVERED.
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Risk Disclosures
Below is a non-exhaustive list of risk factors to consider in relation to trading and/or using 
$CORGIAI and otherwise participating in the project. These risks should be taken into 
consideration alongside all other information provided in the Whitepaper and participants 
are recommended to seek advice from their professional advisers (including their financial, 
accounting, legal, tax, or technical advisers or experts). Risks include, without limitation

 Partial or total loss of the invested amount
 Extreme volatility with respect to market behaviour, market forces, transaction parameters 

and value attributed to virtual assets
 Market misconduct by participants, including, without limitation, market manipulation, 

trading on the basis of non-public information, and front running
 Denial of service attacks, Sybil attacks, spoofing, smurfing, virus attacks and any other 

similar events against the tokens or the underlying technology
 Security flaws, defects, vulnerabilities, hacks, exploits, errors, changes, incompatibility or 

unforeseen circumstances affecting the token’s smart contract, the project’s website or 
the technology which the project depends on

 Delisting or a collapse in liquidity with respect to the tokens
 Counterparty risk
 Decentralisation, including decentralised decision-making
 Loss or compromisation of private keys
 Regulatory uncertainty, changes and enforcement action against certain tokens, projects 

or persons involved in crypto activities, including, without limitation, the prohibition of 
digital assets in certain jurisdictions

 Internet transmission risks, failure of hardware or failure of software or other technologies 
on which the tokens and project may rely; an

 Delays in or complete failure of virtual asset transactions being confirmed.



This list of potential risks is not exhaustive and is not intended to capture the extent of all 
possible risks. In the event of any of the above occurring, you may lose your virtual assets 
entirely. Participants should consider all of the above and assess the nature of, and their own 
appetite for relevant risks independently and consult their own professional advisers before 
making any decisions to participate in the project. PARTICIPANTS INTERACT WITH THE 
PROJECT AT THEIR OWN RISK. WE STRONGLY URGE YOU NOT TO PURCHASE OR STAKE ANY 
$CORGIAI IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN ABOUT ANYTHING IN THIS WHITEPAPER OR IF YOU ARE 
NOT PREPARED TO LOSE THE MONEY YOU SPENT PURCHASING OR STAKING $CORGIAI.
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